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Discontinuous chemical flooding technology of horizontal wells is a long-term

development mechanism of horizontal wells established by combining and

applying various oil displacement systems in different stages. Discontinuous

chemical flooding not only ensures the injection capacity of chemical flooding

stage, but also saves the operation cost of chemical flooding, and maximizes

the economic benefits of crude oil production while improving the oil recovery.

Based on the reservoir physical properties and fluid physical parameters of

Bohai B oilfield, the development scheme of discontinuous chemical flooding in

horizontal wells is studied on the basis of laboratory experimental evaluation.

According to the optimization results of injection parameters, four types of

slugs are set, i.e., front slug, main slug, auxiliary slug and secondary slug. A

variety of agent systems such as gel, pre crosslinked particles, polymer and acid

solution are used. The slug adjustment timing is determined by the monitoring

data and the analysis results of production dynamic characteristics. Under the

conditions of 0.07 PV/a injection rate and 0.49 PV slug dosage, the recovery

efficiency of discontinuous chemical flooding can be improved by 10.4%

compared with water flooding. After the implementation of the field, the

daily oil production of typical affected wells has shown a significant upward

trend, with the peak increase of 135%–151% and the peak decrease of water cut

of 15%. After 2 years and 6 months of implementation, chemical flooding has

achieved a cumulative increase of 66,000 m3 compared with basic water

flooding, with the oil increase accounting for 41% of the output of the

whole stage. The effect of water reduction and oil increase is remarkable.

The research results show that discontinuous chemical flooding can be

popularized and applied in the oil fields developed by horizontal wells, so as

to control the rapid rising trend of water cut in the middle and high water cut

stage and further improve the oil recovery.
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Introduction

The combination of horizontal well and chemical flooding

technology has been applied in Pelican lake, Mooney, Seal,

East Bodo oilfield in Canada (Delamaide et al., 2013a; Gao,

2011) and South Oman (Al Azri et al., 2010; Brooks et al.,

2010) to conduct field tests of several wells, and the field tests

have achieved certain oil increasing effects (Al Azri et al.,

2010; Brooks et al., 2010; Gao, 2011; Delamaide et al., 2013a;

Delamaide et al., 2013b). There are many horizontal wells in

Bohai Oilfield, accounting for about 40% (Shi et al., 2020). The

chemical flooding potential of horizontal wells in Bohai

Oilfield is huge (Liang et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2018). In

general, the chemical flooding injection mode is continuous

injection, which, combined with the reservoir heterogeneity

and other reasons, is prone to cross flow along the high

permeability strip during the development and production

process, leading to the decline of oil increase effect and the

rapid return of water cut, which can not achieve the desired

effect (Azrin Al et al., 2010; Howe et al., 2015; Heesong et al.,

2016; Xie et al., 2016; Bao et al., 2017; Erincik et al., 2017; Pal

et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2019; Chang et al., 2021; Tan et al., 2021;

Zhai et al., 2021). It is found in the study that the continuous

chemical flooding of horizontal wells will also face the same

problems due to the influence of factors such as toe effect of

horizontal wells, large injection volume, thin reservoir and

strong heterogeneity along the horizontal section.

Many scholars have done a lot of research work to improve

the sweep efficiency of chemical flooding in heterogeneous

reservoirs. K.S.Sorbie, PJ. Clifford used numerical simulation

method to study the percolation law of polymer in multi-layer

heterogeneous porous media, providing a theoretical support for

preventing cross flow during polymer flooding (Sorbie and

Clifford, 1988). Rego FB, Botechia VE, etc. conducted grid

quantitative calculation on the sweep effect of polymer

flooding in heterogeneous heavy oil reservoirs, and analyzed

the adaptability and accuracy of this algorithm in the process of

polymer flooding in heterogeneous reservoirs (Rego et al., 2016).

Hussein Hoteit established a dynamic change model of

permeability during chemical flooding, which can calculate the

resistance coefficient during chemical flooding and the residual

resistance coefficient of subsequent water flooding (Hoteit and

Chawathe, 2016; Hoteit et al., 2016). Varadarajan Dwarakanath

evaluated the impact of polymer solution on injection capacity

during polymer flooding, so that the impact of agents on

permeability can be quantified (Dwarakanath et al., 2016).

Gayani Pinnawala, Bai Baojun and others have studied the oil

displacement mechanism of pre crosslinked gel particles and

high-performance oil displacement agents, showing the oil

displacement mechanism of different types of agents (Bai

et al., 2015; Pinnawala et al., 2020). Cao Ruibo, Han Peihui

and others studied the mechanism of profile reversal during

continuous injection by using the method of indoor core parallel

polymer flooding experiment and combining the basic laws of

percolation mechanics, proposed that reservoir heterogeneity is

the fundamental reason for this phenomenon, and analyzed the

influencing factors of profile reversal from two aspects of core

properties and fluid properties (Cao et al., 2009). Zhang Yunbao,

Lu Xiangguo and others have studied that by injecting polymer

slugs of different concentrations, the liquid absorption profile of

multi-layer heterogeneous reservoirs can be improved, and the

polymer flooding effect can be improved, or the polymer

consumption can be reduced under the same oil displacement

effect, and the problem of high polymer injection pressure can be

alleviated (Zhang et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2021). This can reduce the

injection pressure to a certain extent, increase the injection

volume, and improve the injection effect.

From the above studies, it is shown that adjusting the

injection concentration can improve the injectivity of

solution in heterogeneous reservoirs to a certain extent,

and adjust the displacement profile of solution in

heterogeneous reservoirs, so that the crude oil in the

middle and low permeability layers can be affected as

much as possible. However, it is not enough to improve

the injectivity and sweep ability only through the adjustment

of one system. It is necessary to further improve the chemical

flooding effect by discontinuous injection of multiple agents.

Therefore, on the basis of previous studies, the discontinuous

chemical flooding technology is proposed according to the

characteristics of long horizontal section and heel toe effect

of horizontal wells.

Enhanced oil recovery mechanism of this
technology

The horizontal well discontinuous chemical flooding

technology integrates the four dimensions of oil

displacement system, technology combination, reservoir

production and slug size into one by comprehensively

considering the influence of many factors such as long

horizontal section, reservoir characteristics and

development stage. By adjusting the heterogeneity of the

horizontal well along the horizontal section and expanding

the swept volume, At the same time, the discontinuous

injection mode greatly alleviates the problem of injection

capacity decline of injection wells in the chemical flooding

stage, maintains the injection production balance, ensures the

chemical flooding effect, and improves the oil recovery to the

maximum extent. The mechanism of discontinuous chemical

flooding is shown in Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that various systems such as

front slug, main slug, auxiliary slug and secondary slug are

organically combined in different stages of discontinuous

chemical flooding to achieve the optimal development index.

See Table 1 for the design basis of different slugs.
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Technical advantages of this
technology

Discontinuous chemical flooding in horizontal wells achieves

the purpose of balanced displacement through discontinuous

injection mode, which provides ideas and countermeasures for

chemical flooding to further improve the utilization rate of

chemicals, improve the quality of injection agents, and improve

injection efficiency. Compared with conventional single-system

chemical flooding, discontinuous chemical flooding in horizontal

wells has the following technical advantages.

1) Adjust injection profile and expand sweep volume. Due to

the heterogeneity of the reservoir, the diversion rate of the

high and low permeability layers is very different, resulting

in that the low permeability layer cannot be fully utilized.

This phenomenon is particularly obvious in the process of

water flooding. Although conventional chemical flooding

can alleviate this phenomenon to a certain extent at the

initial stage of injection, it will reappear with the

advancement of injection, affecting the effect of

chemical flooding. Discontinuous chemical flooding can

fully adjust the heterogeneity along the horizontal section,

expand the swept volume and maximize the reserves

between injection and production wells by optimizing

the combination of various slugs and discontinuous

injection methods, thus ensuring the high speed and

high efficiency of the whole process of chemical

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of action mechanism of discontinuous chemical flooding technology (K1<K2<K3).

TABLE 1 Design of discontinuous chemical flooding slug.

Slug type Main role and purpose Injection medium Basis of decision

Front slug Improve reservoir heterogeneity and protect the
uniform advancement of the front of the main slug

Gel or pre crosslinked
microspheres with different

strength

According to PI test and inter well connectivity analysis:① PI
value is less than the average value of injection wells in the
whole area, and PI test fullness is less than 65%; ② There is a

blowby channel.

Main slug As a displacement phase, it displaces crude oil and
expands the swept volume

Polymer solutions of different
types and concentrations

According to reservoir temperature, physical parameters and
fluid physical parameters such as crude oil and formation

water, the type, viscosity, concentration, adsorption and other
performance parameters of polymer are determined

Auxiliary
slug

Adjust the dominant channel in the displacement
process and improve the flow direction

Weak gel According to the dynamic characteristics and monitoring data
(concentration of polymer production, tracer, etc.): ① the
concentration of production agent rises suddenly, reaching
20% of the injected concentration; ② High permeability

channel appears in water absorption profile test; ③ Seepage
resistance has not been established after 3 months of chemical

agent injection.

Secondary
slug

Improve injection capacity and use relatively low
permeability layer

Low concentration polymer, water
or acid system

According to the dynamic characteristics and test data (water
injection):① the injection pressure of the injection well is fast
and high; ② The decrease of water absorption index is more

than 25%.
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flooding. Figure 2 shows the diverting rate of each layer of

discontinuous system displacement and single system

displacement.

2) Increase the contact area with the formation and slow

down the increase of injection pressure in the chemical

flooding stage. After water flooding is converted to

chemical flooding, the injection pressure will increase.

Due to the high requirements of offshore safety and

environmental protection production, the maximum

allowable wellhead pressure is strictly controlled.

Compared with directional wells, due to the long

horizontal section of horizontal wells and the large

contact area with the formation, in the injection stage of

chemical flooding, under the condition of completing the

same injection volume, the increase of wellhead pressure is

relatively small. It can effectively alleviate the problem of

injection-production imbalance caused by the fact that the

actual injection volume cannot meet the allocated injection

volume due to the limitation of wellhead pressure.

3) Remove the pollution near the well and improve the

injection capacity. Compared with water flooding, the

injection capacity in the chemical flooding stage is

decreased, and sometimes the injection pressure is

abnormally increased due to near well pollution, well

wall scaling and other reasons during the construction

process, and the injection volume cannot be reached,

which affects the chemical flooding effect. Therefore,

the secondary slug with injection increasing effect shall

be used to effectively treat the wellbore and near well

zone, so as to alleviate the problem of decreasing injection

capacity.

4) Improved economy. In the process of discontinuous chemical

flooding, the combination of multiple systems at different

stages can effectively save operating costs and further improve

the economy of chemical flooding.

Field application example in Bohai B
oilfield

Overview of target area

The A sand body of Bohai B oilfield is a shallow water delta

front deposit, and the main layer is the Minghuazhen Ⅱ oil

group. It is an ultra-high porosity and ultra-high permeability

reservoir with an average permeability of 1883mD, a porosity of

30.3%, an effective reservoir thickness of 7m, and a crude oil

viscosity of 11.7 mPa·s. In September 2012, it began to develop

based on the horizontal well pattern of 3 injection and

4 production. The well location map is shown in Figure 3.

The comprehensive water content of the sand body before

chemical flooding is 90%. According to the screening

principles of chemical flooding in offshore oilfields (Table 2),

this sand body is suitable for chemical flooding technology, and

the implementation of chemical flooding technology can

effectively control the rising trend of water cut and further

improve the recovery factor.

The injection wells in this sand body are A3H, A5H, and

A9H, and the production wells are A2H, A4H, A7H, and A8H.

Based on the analysis of the response relationship between

reservoir physical properties and production performance and

the understanding of tracer test interpretation results, Well A8H

has poor physical properties and poor connectivity with

surrounding wells. The injection rate of Well A5H is low, and

its main function is to supplement the formation energy.

Therefore, the injection wells of the chemical flooding test are

selected as A3H and A9H, among which the key effective

observation wells for A3H are A2H, A4H and A7H, and the

key effective well for A9H is A7H.

FIGURE 2
Variation curve of split flow rate with injection amount under
different injection methods.

FIGURE 3
Well location map of A sandbody in offshore B oilfield.
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Screening and evaluation of injection
system

According to the reservoir properties and fluid properties of

A sand body, the chemicals used were screened and evaluated. In

the selection of the main displacement agent, due to the good

quality of the crude oil in the A sand body and the low salinity of

the formation water, the main displacement agent is

recommended to be a linear polymer based on comprehensive

economic considerations. 10 kinds of polymer samples of this

type were collected, and the physical and chemical properties and

solution properties were tested and evaluated first, and then the

reservoir adaptability test was carried out on the reagents with

qualified solution properties.

Table 3 shows the test results of 10 samples. It can be seen

from the table that the apparent viscosity of PZ1 is not up to the

standard, the static adsorption performance of PZ1, PZ9, and

PZ10 is unqualified, while the viscosity of PZ1, PZ4, PZ8, PZ9,

and PZ10 after thermal stability for 90 days does not meet the

evaluation index (more than 12 mPa·s). The reservoir

adaptability of the five agents PZ2, PZ3, PZ5, PZ6 and PZ7 all

meet the requirements. The fuzzy mathematics method was used

to comprehensively score the five qualified chemicals. First, rank

the individual properties of polymers according to the

TABLE 2 Screening indicators of chemical flooding reservoirs in offshore oilfields.

Screening indicators Parameter A sand body in B oilfield

Oil layer temperature (°C) <85 56

Underground Crude Oil Viscosity (mPa·s) <350 11.7

Formation water salinity (mg/L) <100,000 8,483

Calcium and magnesium ion content (mg/L) <1,000 168

Permeability (10−3µm2) 20–10000 1883

TABLE 3 Performance parameter evaluation results of 10 samples.

Parameter Indicator
requirements

PZ1 PZ2 PZ3 PZ4 PZ5 PZ6 PZ7 PZ8 PZ9 PZ10 Conclusion

Physical and
chemical
properties

Dissolution time ≤120 min 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.7 1.3 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.9 1.1 All qualified

Intrinsic
viscosity

≥1500 ml/g 3,750 2,100 3,010 2,380 2,500 2,300 2,980 1900 2000 2,600

Filter factor ≤1.5 45 45 15 30 45 45 45 45 60 45

Solution
properties

Apparent
Viscosity and

Shear STableility

Viscosity before
shearing ≥20 mPa·s

15 22 20 22 24 23 25 21 23 24 PZ1、PZ4、
PZ8、PZ9、
PZ10 failed

Viscosity after
shearing≥12 mPa·s

9 15 14 14 18 18 20 17 13 19

Thermal
sTableility

Viscosity re tention
after 90 days ≥ 50%

77 86 91 67 68 71 61 58 63 56

viscosity ≥12 mPa·s 7 13 13 9 12 13 12 10 8 10

Static
adsorption

≤600 μg/g 623 516 596 596 581 588 576 540 625 623

Reservoir
suiTableility

Injection
performance

Resistance
coefficient ≥5

— 21 8 — 6 9 6 — — — PZ2、PZ3、
PZ5、PZ6、
PZ7 qualified

Residual resistance
coefficient ≥1.5

8 7 4 4 3

Conductivity Conductivity
coefficient close to 1

— 1.3 0.8 — 0.9 1.5 1.3 — — —

EOR effect EOR≥10% — 17.3 12.7 — 12.2 17.9 15.3 — — —
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experimental results of individual performance evaluation of

polymers (Table 3). The score coefficient of the first place is

1.0, the score coefficient of the second place is 0.95, and the score

coefficient of the third place is 0.9, and so on. Secondly, the score

of single performance of polymer is calculated, which is the score

coefficient of ranking multiplied by the weight value of single

performance. Finally, the total fraction of the polymer is

calculated, that is, the sum of the fractions of each individual

property. The final ranking of polymers is based on the total

score, and the evaluation result is PZ6>PZ3>PZ2>PZ5>PZ7.
On this basis, the concentration of the main oil displacement

agent was further optimized. Four groups of experiments with

different injection concentrations were set up under the same

dosage conditions (Table 4). It can be seen from the experimental

results that when the injection concentration is 1,250 mg/L, the

magnitude of enhanced oil recovery is the highest. Therefore, the

recommended injection concentration of the main flooding

agent is 1,250 mg/L.

In the screening of flow direction modifiers, the gel system

relies on the evaluated PZ6 polymer as the main agent of the

gel system, and evaluates the gelation of the system under

different concentrations of polymers, cross-linking agents and

additives. Table 5 shows the test results of the gelation time

and gelation strength of different gel systems. It can be seen

from the table that the gelation time is 2-7 days, and the

gelation strength is 1,300–17000 mPa·s. The corresponding

strength is formulated according to the production dynamic

situation, monitoring data, production concentration and

other parameters.

The sand body A is a high-porosity and high-permeability

reservoir, and the dispersion system adopts micron-scale pre-

crosslinked particles. The index parameters of the dispersion

system evaluated by the laboratory experiment are: the solid

content is 30%, the initial particle size D50 is 7.5 μm, and the

expansion ratio is 3.5 times. The residual drag coefficients at

different concentrations were tested (Table 6). It can be seen from

TABLE 4 EOR amplitudes under different injection concentrations.

Case Injection
concentration (mg/L)

Injection
volume (PV)

Recovery from water drive to
water cut of 98% (%)

Recovery after
chemical flooding (%)

EOR by chemical
flooding (%)

1 750 0.50 33.1 47.9 14.8

2 1,000 0.38 33.1 48.6 15.5

3 1,250 0.30 33.1 49.9 16.8

4 1,500 0.25 33.1 48.8 15.7

TABLE 5 Gel formulation and post-gelling parameters.

Formula Polymer solution
concentration

(mg/L)

Crosslinker
concentration

(mg/L)

Co-crosslinking agent
concentration (mg/L)

Gelation
time(d)

Viscosity after
gelation
(mPa·s)

Features

1 3,000 2000 2000 2 17,000 Fast gelation
and high
viscosity2 2,500 2,500 2,500 2 14,000

3 2,500 1800 1800 5 6,850 Slow gelation
and high
viscosity4 2000 1800 1800 6 4,600

5 2000 1,500 1,500 7 3,800

6 1800 1,500 1,500 7 2,700 Slow gelation
and medium
viscosity7 1,500 1,500 1,500 7 1800

8 1,500 1,350 1,350 7 1,300 Slow gelation
and low
viscosity

TABLE 6 Residual resistance coefficient corresponding to different
concentrations of dispersion system.

Parameters Numerical values

Concentration (%) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Residual resistance coefficient 3.6 5.0 6.1 6.7
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the table that the residual resistance coefficient increases with the

increase of the concentration, and tends to be stable when it is

greater than 0.3%, so the injection concentration is designed to

be 0.3%.

The system to increase the injection capacity selects water

and acid liquid system and cooperates with the flushing

operation. According to the length of the horizontal section,

the injection volume of the acid liquid system is designed to be

about 250 m (Al Azri et al., 2010).

Design and development scheme

Based on the history matching of the numerical simulation

model of A sand body in B oilfield in water drive stage, the

reservoir scheme of discontinuous chemical drive was optimized

by using CMG numerical simulation software. The model adopts

rectangular coordinate system, and the grid of the model is

divided into: Nx × Ny × Nz = 64 × 45 × 3.

The principle of production and injection of production wells

and injection wells is “determined by production,” and the

injection-production ratio is kept at 1.0. The liquid

production volume of a single well is determined according to

the analysis results of the liquid production capacity in the

chemical flooding stage of the production well. The daily

production volume of 4 single wells is 150–600 m (Al Azri

et al., 2010), and the daily production volume of the whole

test area is 1250 m (Al Azri et al., 2010). The daily injection

FIGURE 4
The relationship between chemical agent concentration and
viscosity and adsorption capacity.

TABLE 7 Values of physical and chemical parameters required for
numerical simulation.

No. Parameters Numerical values

1 Residual resistance coefficient 2

2 Rock density (kg/m3) 2,300

3 Adsorption type irreversible

4 Maximum adsorption capacity (kg/kg) 1.82*10−5

5 Inaccessible pore volume 0.2

FIGURE 5
Slug volume optimization results

FIGURE 6
Injection concentration optimization results.

FIGURE 7
Injection rate optimization results.
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volume of chemical flooding injection wells A3H and A9H is

620 m (Al Azri et al., 2010) and 430 m (Al Azri et al., 2010).

The viscosity-concentration relationship curve of the oil

displacement system used in the chemical flooding simulation

is mainly based on the laboratory experimental test, and the

influence of screen shearing and formation aging on the viscosity

loss is also considered. The adsorption curve generally adopts the

data of the laboratory experimental test (Figure 4). The other

physicochemical parameters required in the numerical

simulation are shown in Table 7.

Based on the calculation results of injection parameter

optimization (Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7), it is recommended

that the injection rate in the test area is 0.07 PV/a, the cumulative

injection slug volume is 0.49 PV, and the injection concentration

is 1250 mg/L.Increase oil production per ton of polymer.

According to the pressure drop test and calculation results of

A3H and A9H (Figure 8), the fullness is 48% and 51%, which is

low. It is necessary to adjust the injection profile. Therefore, it is

recommended to inject the front slug into the two wells. The

injection parameters are shown in Table 8. During the injection

process, the auxiliary slug and secondary slug can be injected

timely according to the analysis results of monitoring data such

as production concentration and tracer test.

Based on the calculation results of the optimization scheme,

as of the end of effectiveness, chemical flooding can increase

317,000 m3 of oil compared with water flooding, and improve the

oil recovery by 10.4 percentage points compared with basic water

flooding, which has good economic efficiency.

Application effect analysis of field test

Wells A3H and A9H started chemical flooding in January

and May 2020, respectively. The injection performance curves

of the two wells are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from the

figure that during the implementation process, the injection

system was adjusted accordingly according to the injection

dynamics and the conditions of the corresponding effective

wells. The calculation results based on the evaluation

indicators such as Hall curve and apparent water

absorption index show that the resistance coefficient is

established at the injection end, and the injection is

effective (Table 9).

After chemical flooding, the corresponding 4 production

wells gradually showed the effect of water cut reduction and

oil increase. The single direction effective well A4H at the edge of

the reservoir began to take effect on March 4. Compared with

water flooding, the daily oil production increased by 89 m (Al

Azri et al., 2010)/d at most, with an increase of 151%, and the

water cut decreased by 15%. The effective well A7H in both

directions began to take effect on May 29. The daily oil

production increased by 46 m (Al Azri et al., 2010)/d at the

highest, with an increase of 135%, and the water cut decreased by

15%. The production performance curves of the two wells are

shown in Figure 10.

After 2 years and 6 months of chemical flooding in the test

area, compared with the basic water flooding, the cumulative oil

increase has been 66,000 m3, accounting for 41% of the output of

the whole stage. The effect of precipitation oil increase is

remarkable. Based on the realized oil price, the calculated

input-output ratio is 1:3.7, with good economy. This field test

has successfully verified the technical feasibility and economy of

the discontinuous chemical flooding technology in horizontal

wells. It is recommended to popularize and apply it in horizontal

wells in the middle and high water cut period, so as to further

improve the injection quality and utilization efficiency of the

agent while improving the oil recovery and production rate of the

oilfield.

FIGURE 8
Pressure drop test results.

TABLE 8 Injection parameters of pre slug.

Wells Gel Microspheres

Injection
time(d)

Injection volume
(m3/d)

Concentration
(mg/L)

Injection
time(d)

Injection volume
(m3/d)

Concentration
(mg/L)

A3H 75 530 4,500 30 620 3,000

A9H 60 370 5,000 30 430 3,000
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Conclusion

Considering comprehensively the seepage characteristics,

heel toe effect and reservoir heterogeneity of horizontal wells,

the discontinuous chemical flooding technology for horizontal

wells is proposed. According to the production performance,

combined with the implementation basis of effective measures,

multiple oil displacement systems (polymers of different

concentrations, gel of different strengths, microspheres of

different sizes and concentrations, acid fluids, and water) are

combined and applied at different stages to promote the injection

slugs of horizontal wells in a more balanced manner, To reduce

the risk of crossflow and profile reversal, so as to achieve the goal

of long-term development of horizontal wells.

In the discontinuous chemical flooding technology of

horizontal wells, four kinds of slugs are used in combination,

namely, front slug, main slug, auxiliary slug and secondary slug,

different agents can play a variety of roles in improving mobility

ratio, plugging channeling channel, increasing injection, etc. at

different positions of the formation, not only adjusting the

heterogeneity along the horizontal section but also improving

the injection capacity, realizing the balanced displacement of the

FIGURE 9
Injection performance curve.

TABLE 9 Injection effectiveness evaluation.

Index wells Wellhead pressure
rise (MPa)

Decrease in apparent water absorption
index (%)

Resistance coefficient
(dimensionless)

A3H 1.2–2.2 16 1.3

A9H 1.5–3.2 30 1.8

FIGURE 10
Production dynamic curve of production well.
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displacement front edge, and maximizing the reserves between

injection and production wells.

The field application of discontinuous chemical flooding

technology for horizontal wells has achieved remarkable effect

of precipitation and oil increase. After 2 years and 6 months of

implementation, the peak growth rate of typical production wells

is 151%, and the water cut decreases by 15%. Compared with

basic water drive, the cumulative oil increase has been 66,000 m3,

and the input-output ratio is 1:3.7. It is expected that 317,000 m3

of cumulative oil increase will be obtained after the entire

injection cycle, which will improve the recovery factor by

10.4 percentage points compared with basic water drive, It is

suggested to popularize the application in the horizontal wells in

the middle and high water cut stage, which is conducive to

improving the injection quality and utilization rate of reagents.
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